From HWY 26 Westbound
- Take Murray Blvd exit, turn Left/South on Murray
- Turn Right/West onto Walker
- Turn Left/South on 158th
- Turn Left/East into OHSU Knight Cancer Institute

From HWY 26 Eastbound
- Take Murray Blvd exit, go Right/South on Murray
- Turn Right/West onto Walker
- Turn Left/South on 158th
- Turn Left/East into OHSU Knight Cancer Institute

From HWY 217 Northbound
- Take Walker Rd. exit, go Left/West on Walker
- Turn Left/South on 158th
- Turn Left/East into OHSU Knight Cancer Institute

From HWY 217 Southbound
- Take Walker Rd. exit, go Right/West on Walker
- Turn Left/South on 158th
- Turn Left/East into OHSU Knight Cancer Institute